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New Sterilisers at MEDICA INSTRUMENT MFG CO

The leading laboratory equipment suppliers in India, Medica Instrument Mfg Co. have launched a
new range of sterilisers from their EQUITRON series The Equitron-PRAANO series Autoclave is the
outcome of years of manufacturing experience, relentless work of our R&D Team as well as critical
feedback from valuable customers

As we know, Sterilization can be achieved by applying the proper combinations of heat, chemicals,
irradiation, high pressure, and filtration. To be effective, sterilization requires time, contact,
temperature and, with steam sterilization, adequate pressure. With Equitron - PRAANO series
autoclave, we get supreme accuracy, high efficiency and reliable performance. A PLC based
controlling systems allows a user friendly approach to enable user to just select the desired cycle
and press 'Start'. The autoclave is fitted with four controlling sensors, which ensures better heat
distribution over the chamber.

The PLC incorporated also enhances the documenting options available. It can give online print on
a Dot Matrix Printer or can log data to external memory card fixed in it.

The new Equitron - PRAANO series autoclave comes with an option of

1.1. Positive pulsing

1.2. Drain (Exhaust) Cooling

1.3. Air Ballast with filter (post sterilization)

We Medica Inst Mfg Co also provide Installation & Validation service for our autoclave. The
Validation of autoclave includes on-site Installation, operational qualification and performance
qualification. Also a report will be provided with Diagrammatic representation of Autoclave load
pattern, Statement (in tabular format) incorporating cycle information with f0 values.
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